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01 - The Long Journey Home
02 - We Have A Liftoff

03 - Nothing But Little Dots
04 - Is There Anybody Out There

05 - Missing Home
06 - A Million Lightyears Away

07 - We Shouldn't Be Here
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08 - The Sound Of Fear
09 - Baby, I'm Coming Home!

10 - A Desolate Planet
11 - What Is This Place?

12 - Frozen Surface
13 - Who Built This?

14 - Hazardous Environment
15 - The Gas Giant

16 - Encountering The Cueddhaest
17 - Encountering The Entrope
18 - Encountering The Glukkt
19 - Encountering The Ilitza

20 - Encountering The Kschar
21 - Encountering The Meorcl
22 - Encountering The Raxact
23 - Encountering The Reeves

24 - Encountering The Wolphax
25 - Duel To The Death
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Been waiting for this one for a while. Finally got the chance to play and it has not disapointed. Straight away you can see the
inspiration from games like silent hill and outlast. it does well to play homage to these titles without straight up trying to be
them. Great visuals, great soundtrack. Do yourself a favour turn the lights off and put on your s**ting pants because it's time to
get to hanwell.. While similar to many puzzlers you may have played, Anode brings an original and well balanced formula to the
genre. The combo system rewards aggressive and reckless play more than idiot-savant organization, which I found, as an non-
aueter, made the speed escalation in later levels much more coherent and enjoyable than most. The ability to to link combos
across diagnals is suprisingly rare, and creates chains and collapses that put the competitors to shame.

Initially (first 30 minutes), my response was tepid, but after taking the time to pursue the score based achievements, the balance
and challenge started to click. Once I started playing against my brother, it became addiction. It's quickly become my favorite
puzzler of all time.

I like it better than:
* Tetris
* Super Puzzle Fighter
* Mean Bean Machine
* Dr Mario. Lovely collection of locos with a great variety of liveries, good sounds and nice gameplay. The Warship especially
gets a big thumbs up.. This game is really good and cute! It's a easy reccomendation for fans of combat puzzle games like You
Must Build a Boat and Puzzle Quest.. Game DO NOT WORK correctly. After 20 minutes of gameplay you can not progress
anymore. You spend more money on ammunition than you receive back from killing enemies. So after few missions you are out
of money, out of gold with useless pistol. Not recommended before devs will fix it.

It looks like game was design for mobile (you can buy powerful items using diamonds) and this is bad port. Bad because you
receive like 20 diamonds after 20 minutes of gameplay and items cost like 500 diamonds. You can not get more diamonds
farming them - probably it was possible to buy them on mobile but it is not allowed on Steam because you pay for game itself..
This game is smooth, fun and HARDDDD.

The movement is good and fast. the combat has some neat mechanics and the items make it interesting.
i'm definitely gonna be playing more of this and so should you!
Grab it and enjoy it.

. I am enjoying this Song Pack so far and can't complain.
The song selection is great and every song is fun to play even for less skilled players like myself.. DISGRACE TO
HUMANITY. Oyun grafik ve hikaye olarak gerçekten çok iyi,hikaye olarak gerçekten sürükleyici ilk 10 dakikadan sonra
oyundan kopamıyorsunuz resmen.Bu oyunun en sevdiğim yanı Türk Oyun geliştircileri tarafından geliştirilmesi.Oyundaki
seslendirmelerden altyazılara kadar her şey Türkçe.Şu sıralar oynayacak oyun mu bulamıyorsunuz ? ozaman biraz da olsa
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açlığınızı bastıracak bu oyunu satın alabilrsiniz fiyatıda uygun bence Tavsiyemdir.:). Sometimes, you want to play a complex
game with a rich storyline and well-written dialogues. But sometimes, you just want some brutal, old-fashioned violence. And
this is when you want to play games like Zombie Shooter. It's not a ground-breaking game with advanced gameplay feature, no
Sir. This is a game where you shoot zombies. Everything is in the title, and this is everything you'll do all along the game.

Is this repetitive? Maybe, but this is an arcade game. You will play it when you want to vent your violence on a good old game,
or when you want to beat your friend's highscore. Is it worth the 15€ price for the entire pack ? Maybe, but it'd be better to get
it cheaper if you're not sure you'll like it.

TL;DR - this is a cool little arcade game you'll play between two other games. Not the best one ever, but is well enough
sufficient as a pastime.
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No multiplayer....... I hate it. Meh I made profit off the trading carts purchasing it for $0.01 on ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.net and refunded it
for $4.00 cannot complain.. This is actually a really fun VR game for the price. I wasn't expecting a whole lot, but it was a lot
more addictive than I thought! I would totally recommend this is a fun little game to play with your friends for high score
competitions or if you're recording VR shenanigans for YouTube or Twitch.

Classic defense shooter upgrade system and creepy spider enemies that evolve as you go.

I think this is the first VR game for this developer and they'll do wonders as time goes on. Clearly understands how to make a
fun VR experience already, so I'm looking forward to future releases.. This game is utterly abstract, and everything in it is real.
That's the impression inSynch provides in every way. I used to disdain rhythm games. That was before I realized they were art,
or should aspire to be. This game achieves that completely.

The stop-motion animation gives much more "motion" than "stop". It's a funny feeling seeing a photograph move. The
pixellation, blockiness and glitchy artifacts of digital graphics that I have trained my brain not to even *notice* in most other
games, because they're so ubiquitous? They're completely absent here. It's the visual equivalent of listening to electronic music
when someone begins playing a woodwind behind your head.

Speaking of music, the music in this game has a very similar effect to the visual fluidity and verisimilitude that went into the
visual animations. There are electronic noises and the sounds of sticks being hit together, and I think that was two glasses of
wine tinking together in a toast. And somehow, no matter how your gameplay affects the music (and it does), the overall
composition remains interesting and very cool.

There's a mode where you play just for fun, without penalty for misses, and without really too much emphasis on score -- in
fact, it's the only mode available when you begin. And the effect is just that -- fun. Hell, the pieces you're interacting with dance
for you in ways that can only be described as playful to the point of ecstatic.

InSynch was first released in an art gallery, and it shows. It's a beautiful, playful, and engaging piece of interactive art. Well
worth the purchase price, if only to support people who might put more things like this into our world.. This for sure one of my
favorite games of all time. I may not have many hours on steam, but I have over 45 hours on other platforms. It's very fun, fast
paced, simple, very simple, and yet so much strategies and possibilities. It proves that you don't need very much to have a great
time. I would highly recomend it to anybody
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